CUTS AND REFORMS -PUBLIC SERVICES AS WE MOVE INTO A NEW ERA

Introduction
The global economic downturn has plunged most countries and their governments into a new era -one of public spending cutbacks and austerity. Yet at the same time the pressures for reform and improvement are no less than they were before -indeed, there are reasons to believe that these pressures may become even more intense. In this paper I will offer a brief overview of how this collision between the demands for cutbacks and the demands for better services may evolve. I chose my verb carefully here -that the collision can be resolved is far from certain, that it will evolve is inevitable.
The history of the relationship between cutbacks and reforms
The first point to make is that the connection between public management reforms (PMR) and episodes of financial austerity is clearly a complex and variable one. If we look back at the history of the OECD countries over the past, say, 30 years we can find several episodes of financial austerity and many waves of PMR, but the two are not necessarily closely connected (see Pollitt and Bouckaert, 2004) . Sometimes major reforms occur without any precipitating financial crisis (as with the US National Performance Review under President Clinton, or the reforms of the second term of the Blair administration in the UK). But sometimes they clearly originate in such crises (as did the famous New Zealand reforms of 1984-90, or the framework/block budgeting reforms in Finland from 1993). And sometimes financial crises are managed with straight 'cutback management', but no fundamental system reforms. Indeed, up until now most of the government moves which have been announced have been of this type (e.g. freezing civil service wages in Spain; hiring freezes in Finland and elsewhere; selling off public assets in the UK).
A second point is that the implications of financial austerity are ambiguous as far as management reform is concerned. On the one hand, it makes it more difficult, because reforms cannot be lubricated with new money, and objectors and recalcitrants cannot be 'bought off' with generous compensations or comfortable alternative jobs. But on the other hand a sense of crisis can make it easier to consider radical options and more fundamental changes than would otherwise get onto the agenda of feasibility. [How long a sense of 'crisis' will last is, however, another issue, which I will refer to briefly later on.]
Third, it should be acknowledged at the outset that making sustained major savings in public spending is extremely hard to achieve. And there are reasons why it may well have become even more so over the past half century. The UK, for example, has undergone many, many rounds of 'cuts', but a scholarly study indicated that only one -the so-called Geddes Axe' in the 1920s -seems to have actually resulted in a sustained reduction in the level of public spending (Dunsire and Hood, 1989) . Mrs Thatcher was famous for the severity of her spending cuts yet after six years in power her central government current spending was higher than it had been a decade previously (Dunsire and Hood, 1989) . The current situation is one in which fiscal and political considerations are in serious tension. The fiscal logic is to make large cuts. The political logic is that cuts on this scale are both profoundly unpopular (vote losers) and possibly beyond the limits of political feasibility, especially for fragile regimes. The implication is that we may see some governments prevaricate, but de facto settle for higher levels of long term public debt. This is one thing that they effectively did in the 1980s and 1990s, when average debt levels in the OECD rose very markedly (Castles, 2007) . It remains to be seen, in each country, which logic will win out. It should perhaps be remembered that, even within the EU, different countries have been able to sustain radically different levels of national debt over quite long periods.
3. Why is the public service sector important?
A first, and obvious point is that public services form the centre of gravity for governments, in terms of both expenditure and personnel. Social security, health care and education are the biggest public spending programmes in most EU member states, and in the USA. '[E] vidence from studies of trends right across the OECD make it clear that the overall trend of social expenditure as a percentage of GDP has been modestly upwards since the early 1980s, and that global market pressures have played a negligible role compared to domestic factors in shaping cross national spending differences' (Castles, 2007, p3) . The OECD average expenditures for 2006 (26 member states), expressed as percentages of GDP, were 6.5 for health, 5.6 for education and 15.2 for social protection. Thus the average public spend on these three areas represented more than a quarter of their entire economies (OECD, 2009, p55) . These programmes were also the employers of the majority of public servants, including many of the most highly qualified and professionalized (doctors, teachers, nurses etc). In 2005 general government employment for the OECD 26 averaged almost 15% of total employment, with France and the Nordic countries topping 20% (OECD, 2009a, p67) . The much discussed re-modelling of the West European welfare states over the past three decades, although very important in several ways, has not transformed these basic dimensions -although the current expenditure crisis is again putting severe pressures on these huge budgets and workforces. The implication of the sheer size of public services is that, when large cuts in public spending are required, it is extremely probable that this sector will be hit. The fact that, according to Castles detailed analysis, the cuts of the 1980s and early '90s came mainly from core administrative services and not from social spending may well mean that this time it is indeed the welfare state that will have to bear the brunt of the pain.
A second point is both more subtle and more debatable. Rhetorically, at least, our governors crave legitimacy, and to this end they constantly tell us that they are going to be more transparent, accountable, participative, efficient and effective. The public services are central to this debate, for several reasons. They are the most visible and far-reaching part of the state, as far as most citizens are concerned. Few, if any, of us can manage without, or at least avoid, public services. We must register our births and deaths, pay our taxes, obey legitimate requests from police officers, educate our children, seek health care when we need it, and so on. [Even in the so-called 'private' US health care system more than 40% of the money that is spent comes from the public purse.] For many people, whose direct interest in formal 'politics' is negligible, the public services are the primary interface with government, and therefore a prime site at which attitudes and opinions concerning government are formed. Citizen disillusionment with the school system or the police is arguably far more harmful than disillusionment with the particular political leaders of the day.
Following from this, although the evidence is patchy and somewhat contradictory, a case can be made to the effect that the principal welfare state services are a main influence on citizen perceptions of government and, ultimately therefore, on trust and legitimacy. Being treated fairly and impartially by teachers, doctors, nurses, police officers and social workers is a central component of the 'quality' of government (Rothstein and Teorell, 2008) . A major study found that the degree of 'civic engagement' (often with local public services) was the biggest single long-run influence on citizen trust in government in the USA (Keele, 2007, p251 ).
Differences between different countries
Before going any further, it should be acknowledged that, despite the metaphorical rhetoric that we must all swim together, we are actually not 'all in the same boat'. We may all be at sea in the same storm, yes, but we are traveling in different kinds of vessel. In some countries public management reforms can be formulated and implemented much more quickly than in others. The complexities of the political process, the legal process and the organizational process vary considerably between, say, Belgium, France, Latvia, Italy, and the UK. Also the depth and precise nature of the crisis varies considerably between these countries. For example, the prominence of the banking and housing sectors, and the amount of 'fiscal space' varies extensively between the economies of different Member states (European Commission, 2009 ). So once one gets down to any level of detail both the level of challenge and the capacity for certain types of reform differ from country A to country B.
Thus, while international discussion is potentially valuable, it is also necessary that each government conducts its own detailed diagnosis, prognosis and assessment of its self-reform capacity. General ideas can profitably be shared, as can some tricks of the reform trade. But there is no single solution that fits all circumstances, waiting out there to be just plugged in. Each government in each country needs to find its own mixture, and to shape and communicate its own strategy. 5. A spectrum of strategies: from cheese slicing via efficiency savings to strategic prioritization One basic distinction is between cheese-slicing approaches ("everyone must cut back by 5%") and more prioritized approaches ("we will reduce programmes X and Y because they are not very effective, but increase programme Z because it is effective and is a high political priority"). Both can lead to management reforms, but in different ways. With cheese slicing operational managers and professional service deliverers are obliged to find ways of reducing their budgets by the 3% or 5% or whatever the decrement is determined to be. But these reform adoptions are somewhat decentralized, and the central authorities are not themselves choosing either which services are going to be winners and which losers or exactly what types of reform are to be implemented.
Cheese-slicing approaches are common, but have been relatively little researched. One interesting recent piece of work suggests that -faced with a sudden percentage budget reduction -local managers can be rather adaptable in protecting core activities and top priorities through a variety of tactics (Meier and O'Toole, 2009 ). The authors stress, however, that their research only applies to the short run, and that some of the actions taken would become more damaging/less sustainable if (as seems to be the case now) the cuts continue over a number of years. Furthermore, the sample of organizations used in this investigation were all schools -highly professionalized and rather stable entities.
In between the two poles of cheese slicing and strategic prioritization come strategies that attempt to make efficiency savings. Each approach has its own advantages and disadvantages, see e.g. Ministers become visibly and directly responsible for painful choices. And, unless they consult carefully they may make choices with consequences they do not fully foresee, but they are unlikely to understand the internal complexities of the services which are being cut..
TABLE 1: THREE APPROACHES TO CUTBACKS
The scope for centralized priority setting may depend to some extent on the structure of the political system. Highly fragmented systems (e.g. with lots of small local units, or with highly independent sub-national regions of states) may find it more difficult to develop overall strategies. This may lead to highly inegalitarian outcomes where the poorest local jurisdictions are forced to make the biggest cuts.
In practice it is often possible to fashion strategies which combine features of all three approaches. For example, ministers can decide that certain high priority programmes will be protected, but that outside those sectors cheese slicing should be imposed. Something like this may have happened in the great Geddes cuts in the UK in the 1920s, where health was a protected sector (Hood et al, 2009 ). Or ministers may first decide to go for cheese slicing, then efficiency savings and only later, when the first two have not yielded enough, move on to the more ambitious setting of central priorities. Some academics have suggested that this is a natural order of business (i.e. to move from the top to the bottom of Table 1 , over time). Each stage requires a more sophisticated information base, and a more advanced management capacity. The historical record, however, suggests that the sequence is seldom as neat as this.
6. The middle strategy: efficiency gains.
Efficiency savings often appear to be politically and organizationally the most desirable way to make savings (more bangs for fewer bucks). They allow politicians simultaneously to claim that savings will be made yet the quality of services will be maintained or even improved (gain without pain). Yet efficiency strategies have two major drawbacks. First, they are risky, because they involve organizational change and upheaval. In a number of European public sectors we have already experienced 20 or 30 years of efficiency programmes, and most of the easy gains have already been implemented. Of course one can always do more, but, in these countries at least, any idea that it will be easy to find vast quantities of 'waste' is almost certainly an illusion. Second -and following from this -the absolute scale of public indebtedness in some countries is so great that efficiency gains alone are most unlikely to balance the books. In the UK, for example, the additional financial exposure for the government that has resulted from aid to the financial system is roughly equivalent to a whole year's public spending. Ireland, Greece and Lithuania are among the other EU member states where the scale of the crisis dwarfs any likely efficiency savings.
Nevertheless, if efficiency savings cannot be the whole of the answer, they are certainly part of it. They will come from new ways of organizing and new technologies -in a word from innovation. This is at the heart of management reform. But be warned -innovation is anything but guaranteed. Although it is already a priority in many countries, and may seem like the magic trick which will painlessly enhance productivity so that service quality can continue to improve while costs are driven down, our understanding of what is required is far from complete. Research has not yet furnished us with a reliable recipe for increasing innovation (Borins, 2008; Hartley, 2005; National Audit Office 2006a , 2006b ). And one thing we do know is that innovation requires risk-taking, and staff who are fearing for their jobs and/or sweating under extreme financial constraints are less likely to take those risks. Therefore the danger is that, during a period of austerity, the conditions for meaningful innovation will deteriorate. Formulating a balanced message that cuts have to be made but at the same time more new, creative approaches are required will not be easy. One aspect of this is to ensure that the new rules introduced to enforce economy do not unintendedly also strangle attempts to do something new.
One useful rule-of-thumb for efficiency savings is that decision-makers should prefer methods which do not undermine fundamental organizational capacities or 'social capital' (because these will be expensive and/or difficult to replace). Thus, for example, an early retirement scheme may save staff in the short term, but unless the rules are carefully drawn up the organization may lose the most able and innovative staff, leaving the 'deadwood' behind (for a discussion of this kind of problem in relation to the cuts of 1977-85 see Dunsire and Hood, 1989, pp196-208) . Research indicates that badly managed downsizing can also have negative effects on the morale of those who remain. As Göran Persson, the ex Swedish Prime Minister said in a recent interview, ""It's very easy to get rid of people, but difficult to find new ones that you can be sure are better".
Centralized priority setting
Here we are concerned with those savings that can be derived from prioritizing more cost-effective programmes and dropping or scaling back less effective ones. So these kinds of policies concern effectiveness rather than efficiency -outcomes rather than outputs.
This entails a stricter prioritization of expenditure programmes, so that only the top priorities would continue to be funded at previous levels and the lower priorities would receive reduced funding or would be terminated. For example, funding for artificial joint replacement might be continued because such routine surgery produces proven health gains, whereas some screening programmes could be cut back where screening younger or older ages identified very small numbers of additional cases per for substantial extra expenditure. On a larger scale, and cross-sectorally, special educational programmes aimed at under-privileged young children might be retained because they showed significant long term returns (increasing employability and reducing youth crime) while new piece of military equipment could be cancelled because a clear defence requirement could no longer confidently be identified. Such a prioritization might well require a new approach -new decisionmaking procedures, the application of new calculative techniques and so on. The 1994 Canadian Program Review exercise seems to have been of this type, and was widely regarded as surprisingly successful in tackling a situation of significant financial over-reach (though even there civil service cuts led to a serious loss of expertise). The Dutch government, inter alia, seems to be attempting something similar at the moment. But such careful strategic exercises do not seem to have been particularly common, so we do not have many examples to work with. However, one can only prioritize for effectiveness if one has reliable information about effectiveness which, in many cases, governments still lack (OECD, 2005, pp65-81 but, for some possibilities, see OECD, 2009b, pp63-85) . Of course political decision-makers can always prioritize on other grounds -such as political popularity, in which case effectiveness data become less important. There are many theoretical hypotheses concerning the grounds on which governments will select programmes for cutting, but relatively little detailed empirical work on how they actually do so (Dunsire and Hood, 1989 , chapters 2 to 5).
What direction for reform?
If there is to be intensified reform and innovation, what general direction should it take? In some EU members states the past two decades have witnessed heavy adoption of New Public Management (NPM) ideas and techniques (Pollitt and Bouckaert, 2004; Pollitt et al, 2007) . This approach favours private sector business techniques, including contracting out and the application of a range of quasi-market mechanisms and individual incentives within the public services. Central government tends to focus on strategic regulation and to distance itself from direct service provision. In other countries this approach has been much less popular.
So one question now is -will the new reforms required under austerity be more of the same -more NPM? Or will they be something else (and if so, what)? There are strong arguments on both sides. Pro NPM it could be said that we now have a lot of experience of this type of reform, and can implement it in ways that should avoid the excesses and failures which characterised some earlier attempts. Against NPM it is already being argued that it would be paradoxical to pressure the public sector to behave more and more like the private sector when it is precisely entrepreneurial, risk-oriented, individualistic private sector thinking that has produced the economic crisis in the first place. According to this viewpoint the last things governments should be doing is contracting out even more public services and/or entering into massive public private partnerships in which, when things go wrong, the government is frequently left paying for the over-optimistic bids and inadequate management of the private sector partners. As Castells has recently pointed out:
'The paradox is that the crisis was brewed in the cauldrons of the new economy, an economy defined by a substantial surge in productivity as the result of technological innovation, networking and higher education levels in the workforce…' (Castells, 2010, pxx) Yet in the short term the temptation to move activities wholly or partly off the state budget may prove very hard to resist.
Governments may be short of money, but they will not be short of reform advocates. The policy community is already coming forward with suggestions for more performance management, more 'governance', more partnerships and networking and so on. What has become clear over the past decade is that none of these 'magic concepts' are equally applicable to all areas of government activity, and that all have their own weaknesses and limitations (Pollitt and Hupe, 2009) . They are big, broad and often ambiguous ideas which mark the beginning of the debate about reform, not the end. The hard, detailed work of choosing reforms which are do-able, which fit the local context, which can be defended politically and which are sustainable over timethis demands strong local knowledge and equally strong public service motivation. It cannot and should not be contracted out to consultancies or political advisers. In the aftermath of the financial meltdown, handing over public policy and management decisions to 'experts' does not look anything like as attractive as perhaps it did a few years ago (Roberts, 2010) 9. An additional, new reform challenge?
In the case of the current crisis there is another kind of management challenge, which was not present during the economic downturns of the early 1980s and 1990s. I refer to the obvious fact that many governments, far from privatizing, have actually acquired vast new assets, in the form of major investments in the banks and other financial institutions. How are these to be managed? What governance arrangements are optimal, and how will the normal public sector requirements of accountability and transparency be applied to these new tasks? In some countries there may not yet have been much public or parliamentary debate about these new government responsibilities, but it cannot be postponed indefinitely. After all, the crisis occurred because 'the global financial market had escaped the control of any investor, government or regulatory agency' (Castells, 2010, pxxi) . Global publics expect that control will be reasserted, especially where the institutions concerned have been propped up by their tax dollars/pounds/euros. The continuing fuss about bankers' bonuses in the mass media is just one tip of this particular iceberg.
As time goes by one can expect public scrutiny of these new governance arrangements to grow. This is not necessarily an argument that partly-or whollygovernment-owned banks should be given social objectives as well as commercial objectives (though that could be an argument). Rather, it is simply to make the point that, even if treated as having purely commercial objectives, they will be publicallyowned commercial enterprises, and the public may reasonably expect to be told more about what they are doing than they would normally learn from privately-owned corporations. Further, even where there is little or no direct public investment, it could hardly be clearer that a new, more effective regulatory regime is needed (Elliott and Treanor, 2010) .
10. In the present circumstances what considerations might guide the decisions taken and advice given by public service leaders? I will suggest four particular considerations:
1. Timing 2. Ethics 3. Strategy and communications 4. Legitimacy
Timing
Ideas about reforms can nowadays circulate at immense speed. Fashions such as benchmarking, 'good governance' and lean production may rise and fall on the international agenda within a few months. But actual reforms are seldom so plastic or so quick. Many fundamental types of PMR (including those that will eventually yield significant savings) need years rather than weeks or months if they are to be properly implemented (Pollitt, 2008, pp16-20) . These would include:
• Efforts to change the cultures of public services, e.g. towards a more clientoriented attitudes • Structural reforms involving changes to the patterns of ministries or the creation of sets of agencies (Pollitt, 2009) • Retraining large numbers of professional staff to work in new ways (e.g. to cooperate with other professionals in other organizations, or to use new technologies)
• Designing and implementing new accounting and budgeting systems (such as accruals accounting or output or outcome budgeting) • Designing and implementing high technology systems such as large scale computer systems, or advanced weapons projects, or major infrastructural projects • Reforms that require complex and controversial new legislation (e.g. that impacting on privacy or civil liberties) Each of these may well be thoroughly worthwhile -in the long run. But one has to ask how relevant they are to the fiscal crisis? Do they have a high probability of yielding significant expenditure savings within the required time period? What is the temporal pattern of their effects (e.g. many reforms require increased investment at the beginning, in order to secure savings and quality gains later on)? Rushing big reforms through at very high speed not infrequently results in mistakes, unnecessary expenditures and heightened recalcitrance among staff (see, for example, the Irish deconcentration programme - OECD, 2008, pp84-87) . In some cases it may even be better just to apply the traditional cheese slicer (x% off all programmes) rather than attempt complex reforms which, if they go off the rails, may (at least for a time) reduce efficiency and effectiveness rather than increase them. At least the cheese slicer gives experienced programme and operational staff some 'buy-in' and discretion about where the axe should fall.
More generally, time is important because of the difference between a crisis and a period of financial austerity. The sense of crisis may be quite short-lived, especially in our age of mass media impatience and volatility. We can already see signs that the newspapers think the economic crisis is over -the story moves on to some other, new 'crisis'. But the political significance is considerable. Many citizens may be prepared to accept cuts and uncomfortable policy decisions while the atmosphere of crisis lasts. But when that atmosphere dissipates they will still be facing years of financial austerity in the public service sector, and that may appear much less acceptableespecially if they are reading in their newspapers of resurgent bank profits, house prices and car sales. In the UK, for example, the Treasury's current plans for restoring balance in the public finances require major savings over the period up to 2018. This therefore raises sharp questions of communications and legitimacy, which I will briefly refer to below.
Ethics
It may be asked why this is a relevant topic at all? After all, governments are certainly entitled to cut back in order to balance public budgets. So what is the ethical issue? It is the process of making those cuts, and how they are presented, that raise ethical issues -and issues which have probably sharpened in recent years. The great temptation, when making cutbacks, is for decisionmakers to pretend that they will not hurt. We all know the rhetoric -only wasteful bureaucracy and red tape will be cut, not front line services or public entitlements. However, given the scale of the savings required in quite a few countries, this kind of claim becomes simply implausible. It will fool neither the staff of public services nor the general public. What is more, in many countries transparency has grown considerably in the last 20 years. In 1986 only 11 countries had freedom of information laws. By 2004 that number was 59 (Roberts, 2006) . Furthermore, during those 20 years the scale and intensity of media coverage of government has grown enormously, and the media's deference towards governments has diminished. All this means that if ministers or senior officials give exaggeratedly optimistic accounts, diminishing or denying the painful effects of cutbacks, they are highly likely to be quite quickly found out. When evidence of misrepresentation of the impacts of cuts is made public, the policymakers lose more of the very legitimacy they so badly need in order to make necessary changes (see, e.g. Moore, 2009, pp9-10) . Göran Persson again: "Remind the public again and again that this will hurt", and "You must be completely honest when you communicate with financial markets". This leads to the issue of strategy and communications.
Strategy and communications
For governments it is not only a question of choosing reforms that make sense during a period of financial austerity -difficult though that is in itself. It is also a question of convincing parliaments and publics (and public servants themselves) that they are sensible and relevant things to do. It is no secret there is an immense amount of public resentment over the conduct of the financial services sector. If highly-valued public services are to be cut one can confidently expect this anger to be sustained or re-kindled. There is therefore a clear need to explain and convince that reforms are part of a general strategy, and that that strategy can be justified as something more than just a desperate search for any old cuts that will offset the money given to financial institutions. In other words, the strategy needs to be based on some sort of (defensible) principles and priorities. It is also necessary to offer some kind of time perspective (see earlier section). For how long will 'hard times' justify 'special measures'? When may the public expect 'normal service', or something like it, to be resumed? Or is it a more honest strategy to say that 'normal service' cannot be renewed in the foreseeable future -that we must all get used to a harsher 'new normal'? Can senior civil servants persuade their political masters to be reasonably open and honest about this? Will they even try, or will they collude with understandable, if misguided political wishes to minimize or offload responsibility for painful consequences?
Legitimacy
Ultimately, any reforms have to work on at least two different levels. On one level, they have to contribute to a restoration of the public finances. Informed audiences have to be convinced that governments are at least seriously on the way to bringing income and expenditure back into some kind of balance. But on another level, wider citizen audiences have to be convinced that there is some kind of rationality and social justice to this process -in other words that what governments are doing is legitimate. These wider audiences include both voters -who will make governments pay at elections if their valued public services are slashed or withdrawn -and public sector staff themselves. The latter will be being asked to bear various kinds of pain and discomfort and will demand strong reasons for this. From their perspective, unlike the crisis of the late 1970s and early 1980s when it could be argued that governments had just become too big and had lost control of public spending, the present crisis came from the outside -from the financial sector. This is, therefore, not just a financial crisis, but also a legitimacy crisis. Any strategy must address both dimensions, and several audiences, simultaneously.
Public service leadership
It seems clear that the current situation demands not only savings, and not only reforms, but also extraordinary levels of leadership from senior members of our public services. This is not only leadership of public service staff (difficult though that will be in itself, in an era of cutbacks). It is a far more multi-dimensional leadership than that. It will also involve leadership in the sense of speaking truth to power in relation to executive politicians, and leadership in terms of explaining both to parliaments and to citizens' groups what is being done and why (Bouckaert, 2010) . In most countries it is no longer possible for public service leaders to hide behind a cloak of anonymity. They are not executive politicians, and do not bear the particular privileges and burdens of those roles, but they do have a duty to clarify, explain and model a constructive and strategic approach to what may be the biggest public service challenge of this generation. As the Secretary to the British cabinet put it recently "The kind of challenge we've got is not incremental" (O'Donnell, 2009) 
